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Abstract
Background 
and Study Aim

The objective of the study is to investigate the relationships of students’ biological age (BA) with 
the parameters of functional and physical fitness (PF) in the process of adaptation to standard 
(university) and experimental physical education programs.

Material and 
Methods

The studies were conducted at the National University of Telecommunications of Ukraine and 
involved 140 students aged 17-18 years old, comprising 80 boys and 60 girls. We recorded 55 indices 
of students’ functional state and physical fitness, and determined their Body Mass Index (BMI). 
The experimental data were processed using methods of correlation, dispersion, and regression 
analysis. Mathematical models describing the relationships between BMI and key indicators of 
students’ physical well-being were developed.

Results The impact of the program on 17-18-year-old students is marked by a decrease in BMI, an increase 
in the levels of physical fitness and overall well-being among both the experimental group of girls 
and boys. Additionally, there is a reduced correlation between BMI and the parameters of their 
physical health. The key indices of functional state and physical fitness determining the BMI of male 
and female students were identified. Multiple regression models were developed to illustrate the 
dependence of male and female BMI on somatic and functional indices. Quantitative characteristics 
of the degree of partial and total impact of key indices on male and female BMI were provided. 
It was found that the key indicators of students’ physical state (PS) structure, which exerted the 
most significant influence on BMI, differ between young men and women. In young men, the key 
indicators influencing BMI include the following: Vital capacity (VC) accounts for 51.9% of BMI 
variation; self-perceived health status (SPHS) contributes 15.3%; static balancing (SB) affects 8.5%; 
inspiration breath-hold time (IBH) influences 8.4%; expiration breath-hold time (EBH) has a 0.8% 
impact; systolic blood pressure (SBP) plays a role with 4.6%; the number of sit-ups in 30 seconds 
(SU30s) is associated with 0.9%; and left hand muscle strength has a 0.6% influence.  In girls, the 
key indicators are VC (34.5% of BMI variation), SBP (23.1%), and SB (7.9%).

Conclusions The experimental program of increased motor activity leads to an increase in the functional and 
motor capabilities of students, while simultaneously decreasing their BMI. Among the parameters 
studied, changes in vegetative parameters have the greatest impact on reducing students’ BMI 
during the annual cycle of long-term adaptation to physical loads. In contrast, changes in somatic 
parameters and physical fitness parameters have a lesser influence on students’ BMI. The calculated 
equations of multiple regression serve as model characteristics that reflect the relationships 
between BMI and the key indicators of functional state and physical fitness in 17-18-year-old 
students. These equations can be utilized to estimate, model, and predict the BMI of 17-18-year-
old students of different genders when altering the parameters of their physical state in various 
conditions of daily life and activity.
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Introduction
The biological age (BA) of students serves as an 

integral marker of their physical state (PS) and plays 
a crucial role in assessing body ontogenetic maturity, 
individual development, aging rates, and overall 
health status [1, 2, 3]. Numerous studies by various 
authors have highlighted the interconnectedness 
of BA with aerobic physical work capacity [4, 5, 
6], somatic health [7, 8], adaptation potential, 

and functional reserves of the human body [6, 
9, 10]. Additionally, BA is influenced by physical 
development [11, 12] and regular physical activity 
[8], both of which are integral components of human 
functional state (FS).

Studies by a number of authors have established 
that regular motor activity reduces BA [5, 7, 13], 
slows down the aging processes [5, 14, 15], and 
increases the level of somatic health [7, 8, 16], and 
human life expectancy [17, 18]. There is a variety of 
material in the literature, in which researchers note 
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the dependence of the rate of biological maturation 
and aging on genetic factors, lifestyle, nutrition, 
the presence of bad habits, stress, chronic diseases, 
environmental situations, and many other reasons 
[9].

The variety of factors affecting BA envisages the 
development of adequate methods of its diagnosis, 
evaluation criteria, determination of the key factors, 
interrelations, and dependencies.

Most researchers assessed the biological maturity 
of an individual mainly by a set of individual indices 
or individual integral parameters of FS: according to 
the level of physical development [11, 12], indices 
of functional state [7, 19, 20] and component body 
composition [8, 21], genetic markers [22, 23, 24].

The correlations of BA with anthropometric, 
morphological, functional, genetic, and other indices 
indicate the diversity of factors, mechanisms, and 
criteria that determine human BA as an integral 
marker of PS.

This implies the necessity of using the methods 
of complex and systemic approaches to reveal 
the mechanisms that determine the biological 
maturity of an individual. In this regard, when 
defining and assessing BA, it is important to 
analyze its interrelationships with both individual 
and generalized parameters of students’ FS, with 
subsequent determination of the degree of their 
influence on BA. In accordance with the principles 
of the system approach and, in particular, the 
principle of interaction, when investigating the 
mechanisms that determine BA, it is reasonable to 
study its interrelations with both individual human 
FS indices (based on pair correlation analysis) and 
with their set (on the basis of multiple correlation 
analysis).

It is equally important to assess the extent of 
their partial and overall impact on BA, as well as 
the relationship between BV and the ratios and 
interrelations of the complex set of key parameters 
of human FS [6, 8]. This necessitates the utilization 
of complex mathematical processing and analysis 
methods, such as multiple stepwise regression 
and analysis of variance [25]. Despite the fact 
that most authors have employed a combination 
of morphological, somatic, vegetative, and 
anthropometric indices to calculate individual 
biological maturity [5, 8, 19, 21, 26], their exploration 
of the relationships and dependencies of BA has 
often relied on a limited mathematical framework. 
This limitation has hindered the ability to determine 
the partial, cumulative, and interactive influences of 
various FS parameters on the BA of individuals with 
differing genders, ages, levels of physical fitness, 
and other factors.

In order to reveal the mechanisms of BA 
interaction, it is important to use, along with 
complex diagnostic methods, various methods 
of mathematical processing of multimodal 

information: multiple correlation, regression, 
factor, dispersion, and other statistical methods [6, 
25]. To determine BA, in the works of the majority of 
researchers relatively simple methods of biological 
parameters statistical processing were used [8, 27]. 
In a number of works, methods of correlation and 
regression analysis of relationships between BA and 
somatic and vegetative parameters of the human 
body PS were used [2, 5, 19, 20, 26]. Having calculated 
relatively simple linear regression equations that 
enable to determine and predict BA by vegetative 
and somatic indices of human body FS, the authors 
recommend using the calculated level of BA as an 
index for assessing health status and aging, as well 
as for predicting mortality and morbidity of major 
age-related diseases in various conditions of life 
activity [2, 19, 20].

However, most of the regression models 
recommended by the authors for determining 
BA have been derived on middle-aged or older 
individuals. Therefore, the criteria for estimating 
and predicting BA, aging, or mortality cannot be 
used to assess and predict BA and health status in 
young adults [5, 9, 20].

The accuracy of linear regressions and 
correlations used for estimating and predicting 
BA in middle-aged, older, or representatives wider 
age ranges decreases when they are applied for 
estimating and predicting BA in young adults.  Other 
factors affecting the accuracy of BA estimation and 
prediction are gender, occupation, motor activity, 
environment, etc. [9]. This necessitates taking into 
account the variety of influencing factors to improve 
the accuracy of estimating and predicting BA.

One of our previous publications presents 
experimental material reflecting the interrelations 
of BA with the level of somatic health, physical 
work capacity, adaptation potential, i.e., integral 
parameters of the FS of the students’ body [6]. 
However, both in our publication and those of 
a number of authors [2, 5], the partial and total 
influence of individual FS parameters on students’ 
BA is inadequately treated. The dependence of BA 
on the ratios and interrelations of students’ PS 
parameters in the process of their adaptation to 
physical loads in higher education institutions is 
incompletely disclosed. The impact of different 
forms of motor activity, including sports activities, 
on BA, health status, aging, and life expectancy 
of an individual has been underinvestigated in 
the publications of researchers who have dealt 
with this problem [2, 5]. Even though many 
publications confirm the important role of regular 
motor activity in reducing BA, improving somatic 
health, and increasing functional reserves of young 
people [5, 6], they neither adequately treated the 
interrelationships of BA with somatic and vegetative 
parameters, nor identified the key FS indices and 
their interrelationships that determine the BA of 
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men and women of different, including student, 
ages.

Determination of the key parameters of the FS 
structure, their correlations, and interrelations with 
the BA of students in the process of short- and long-
term adaptation to physical loads, although being a 
pressing issue is insufficiently covered. 

Insufficient coverage and relevance of the 
problem of BA interrelations with the parameters 
of students’ PS structure determined the objective 
of the present study: to study the interrelations 
of students’ biological age with the parameters of 
functional and physical fitness in the process of 
adaptation to standard (university) and experimental 
physical education programs.

Materials and Methods
Participants
The experiment included 17-18-year-old students 

from the State University of Telecommunications 
(Ukraine), consisting of 80 males and 60 females. The 
study protocol received approval from the Ethical 
Committee of the National Aviation University 
in Kyiv (Ukraine). Was conducted in accordance 
with the WMA Declaration of Helsinki – Ethical 
Principles for Medical Research Involving Human 
Subjects [28].

Research Design
In the process of organizing the pedagogical 

experiment, students were divided into experimental 
(EG) and control (CG) groups. Students were surveyed 
during physical education classes in the first year 
of study. In the control group (CG), classes were 
conducted once a week for 2 hours, following the 
widely accepted methodology. In the experimental 
group (EG), classes were conducted using the 
experimental method, which included exercises 
incorporating elements of athletic gymnastics, track 
and field, and sports games. The program involved 
controlled physical loads of moderate intensity with 
a significant emphasis on various motor activities.

The difference of the experimental method from 
the traditional form of teaching was as follows:

- Along with the physical education classes 
stipulated by the schedule (once a week), additional 
independent classes were held 3 times a week at the 
stadium of the University, as well as classes in the 
landscape park including recreational running and 
physical exercises performed by the circuit training 
method;

- The circuit method was used during classes in 
the gym;

- The individual method was applied using 
exercise complexes of the basic CrossFit program;

- During theoretical classes specially developed 
physical exercises complexes of small forms of 
active rest were performed;

- EG students actively participated in physical 

training and sports activities of the University 
followed by taking part in district and city 
competitions;

Assessment of students’ physical state was 
carried out in the forms of: a) stage control - at 
the beginning and the end of the academic year; b) 
current control - during several classes for a certain 
period; c) operational control - during a separate 
class.

The following methods and tests were used to 
assess the level of physical fitness (PF) of students: 

a) dynamometry (DM) the maximum strength of 
the hand muscles - Fmax, kg was registered; 

b) 60 m running (the quality of quickness was 
evaluated by the running time); 

c) standing long jump (the explosive strength of 
the leg muscles was evaluated by the result); 

d) push-ups (PUs) for 30 s (the strength 
endurance was evaluated by the number of 
performed movements); 

e) sit-ups, hands behind the head (by the number 
of performed movements within 30 s strength 
endurance was evaluated) (SUs30s); 

f) static balancing (SB) on the left leg (by the 
time of keeping balance (sec) motor coordination 
was evaluated).

To assess the students’ level of functional 
fitness, activity indices of their cardiovascular and 
respiratory systems were recorded. These indices 
included heart rate (HR), systolic (SBP), and diastolic 
(DBP) blood pressure, vital capacity (VC in ml), 
inspiration breath-hold time (IBH - Stange’s test 
in seconds), and expiration breath-hold time (EBH 
- Genchi’s test in seconds). The vital index (VC/
MT, where MT is body mass in kg), Skibinski index 
(0.01 VC∙IBH/HR), vegetative Kerdo index ((1-DBP/
HR)∙100), and Robinson index (HR∙SBP/100) [29] 
were also considered.

The students’ biological age (BA) was calculated 
using a method developed by Professor Voitenko 
[26]. This method relied on commonly accepted 
techniques for recording activity indices of the 
cardiovascular, respiratory, and central nervous 
systems. The values of students’ BA were determined 
using specific formulas [25]:
For men: BA = 27.0 + 0.22×SBP – 0.15×IBH + 
0.72×SPHS – 0.15×SB.
For women: BA = 1.46 + 0.42×PP + 0.25×BМ + 
0.7×SPHS – 0.14×SB,

where: SBP – systolic blood pressure in mmHg, 
IBH - inspiration breath-hold in sec, SPHS – self-
perceived health status in c.u., SB - static balancing 
on the left leg in sec, PP - pulse pressure in mmHg, 
BM - body mass in kg,

The physical development of students was 
assessed using measurements of body length (cm), 
body mass (BM, kg), and body mass index (BMI, kg/
m²).
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Statistical Analysis
The experimental data were statistically 

processed using the STATISTICA 14.01.25 software 
package [25]. Various statistical methods were 
applied, including correlation analysis, regression 
analysis, and dispersion analysis. We calculated 
the mean values of the parameters under study, 
multiple correlation coefficients, coefficients of 
determination, and performed linear stepwise 
regressions.

To assess the significance of differences between 
the recorded indices during the experiment, we 
computed the Student’s t-criterion. Additionally, 
we employed the Fisher’s criterion to evaluate 
the reliability of correlation, determination, and 
regression coefficients.

Results
The results of the biological age studies of the 

first-year students of higher education institutions 
indicate that it is 17.3-35.5 years ahead of the 
chronological age. The values of biological age 
and the difference between the chronological and 
biological age indicate accelerated rates of aging of 
17–18-year-olds (Fig. 1).

Realization of the developed complex 
methodology in the process of students’ education 
led to the decrease of girls’ and boys’ BA by the end 

of the academic year in the experimental groups and 
its insignificant change in the control ones.

In EG girls, BA decreased from 39.43±0.9 to 
35.3±0.09 years (t=3.8 <0.001), whereas in those of 
CG, it remained virtually unchanged and constituted 
39.2±1.2 years and 38.97±0.9 years at the beginning 
and the end of the academic year, respectively.

In EG boys BA decreased from 47.1±0.69 to 
45.21±0.65 years by the end of the school year 
(t=2.0 <0.05), whereas in CG boys it decreased from 
52.8±0.9 years at the beginning to 51.5±0.8 years 
(R=0.05) at the end of the year. A slight BA decrease 
in young men of CG by the end of the experiment 
indicates a less pronounced than in EG, but positive 
influence of the generally accepted PE program in 
higher school on their BA.

Changes of functional state indices. Changes in 
functional indices during the experiment were most 
pronounced in EG girls.

Decrease in BA of EG girls by the end of the 
year by 10.4%, (4.13±1.1 years, t=3.8 <0.001) was 
accompanied by an increase in their functional 
capabilities. This was characterized by a 56.3% 
increase in SB time (t=2.35 <0.05), 13.5% (t=4.98 
<0.001) increase in VC, 31.0% increase in right hand 
strength (t=3. 12 <0.05), 38.2% increase in left hand 
strength (t=2.80 <0.05), 13.4% increase in inspiration 
breath-hold time (t=2.19 <0.05), and 37.1% increase 
in expiration breath-hold time (t=4.59 <0.001).

Figure 1. The values of biological age and the difference between the calendar and biological age in students 
of the experimental and control groups at the beginning and the end of the academic year
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At the end of the experiment, the CG girls, 
with unchanged BA, showed positive changes in 
functional indices: SB time increased by 48.3% 
(t=2.6<0.02), the strength of the right hand increased 
by 26.8% (t=2.72<0.01), and that of the left hand by 
31.1% (t=2.90<0.01). In the course of the experiment, 
some indices (VC, Genchi’s test) demonstrated only 
a tendency to improve.

In EG young men the positive tendency to 
the improvement of the majority of the studied 
functional indices was observed in the course of 
the experiment (HR, IBH, EBH, right and left hand 
strength). Statistically reliable positive changes 
occurred only in SB indices (t=4.8, p<0.001).

In CG young men, the values of most functional 
indices practically did not change, and when 
performing the Genchi’s test (EBH) a statistically 
significant deterioration of the result was observed 
(t=2.6, p<0.01).

Changes in physical fitness (PF) indices. In the 
process of the experiment, the greatest changes in 
students’ physical fitness parameters occurred in 
both experimental groups.

In EG girls along with a decrease in their BA (by 
10%) positive changes in PF parameters occurred: 
the time of 60 m running decreased by 5.2% (p<0.05), 
the number of pull-ups and sit-ups increased by 64.9 
% (p<0.001)and 19.2% (p<0.001), respectively, and 
the time of shuttle run decreased by 2.8% (p<0.01) 

(Table 1).
In the CG of girls, changes in the majority of PP 

indices in the course of the experiment were less 
pronounced, their shifts showed only a tendency 
to improvement of the results. Only the indices 
of strength (sit-ups) and general (500 m running) 
endurance in the CG improved statistically 
significantly - by 4.4% (t=2.0, p < 0.05) and 8.7% 
(t=2.3, p < 0.05), respectively.

If before the experiment the differences in most 
indices between the girls of the experimental and 
control groups were statistically insignificant, at the 
end of the experiment the EG girls had an advantage 
in all the studied indices (Table 1).

The obtained results confirm the effectiveness 
of the influence of the developed complex PE 
methodology both on BA and PF level of female 
students of the experimental group.

The young men of both groups (EG and CG) had 
reliable changes in all the studied PF indices (Table 
2).

In both groups, the highest increase in the 
results was in pull-ups - 29.6% (t=3.7, p<0.001) and 
30.7% (t=2.97, <0.01) in young men of the CG and 
EG, respectively.

The least increase in both groups was observed 
in speed tests: 60 m running and 4 x 9 m shuttle run.

While at the beginning of the study, the 
differences between the two groups of young men 

Таble 1. Physical fitness indices of EG (n=30) and CG (n=30) girls at the beginning and the end of the 
experiment

Girls

St
at

is
ti

c 
pa

ra
m

et
er

s

60 m 
running,
s

500 m 
running,
s

Pull-ups,
number

Sit-ups in 30 
s, number

Standing 
long jump,
сm

4х9 m 
shuttle 
run, s

Ex
pe

ri
m

en
ta

l g
ro

up
 

(E
G

)

Beginning of the 
experiment (1)

X̄ 10.68 2.26 11.1 21.9 167.7 10.9

± m 0.21 0.04 0.67 0.67 2.61 0.12

End of the 
experiment (2)

X̄ 10.13 2.16 18.3 26.1 172.3 10.5

± m 0.06 0.05 0.87 0.59 2.90 0.09

t1-2 2.46 2.02 6.55 4.75 1.18 3.96

p <0.05 <0.05 <0.001 <0.001 >0.05 <0.001

C
on

tr
ol

  g
ro

up
 (C

G
) Beginning of the 

experiment (1)
X̄ 11.04 2.37 8.6 18.6 162.5 11.4

± m 0.09 0.06 0.66 0.55 1.74 0.11

End of the 
experiment (2)

X̄ 10.88 2.29 10.0 20.3 164.0 11.3

± m 0.05 0.04 0.52 0.46 2.04 0.12

t1-2 1.58 2.00 0.86 2.28 0.56 1.09

p >0.05 <0.05 >0.05 <0.05 >0.05 >0.05

t-
St

ud
en

t’s

Beginning of the 
experiment

tEG-CG 1.56 1.20 1.71 3.75 1.65 1.65

p >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 <0.001 >0.05 >0.05

End of the 
experiment

tEG-CG 9.28 2.23 8.03 7.86 -2.33 4.72

p <0.001 <0.05 <0.001 <0.001 <0.05 <0.001
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in most PF indices were statistically insignificant, 
at the end of the experiment, the EG boys had an 
advantage over the CG boys in all of them.

The results point out that boys of both groups 
(EG and CG) improved their physical condition in all 
the indices of PF, characterizing general (aerobic) 
endurance, speed, speed-strength, strength, and 
coordination qualities.

By the end of the academic year, EG girls increased 
their physical conditions in speed, strength, and 
coordination qualities, whereas the CG girls showed 
positive expressed results only in the indices of 
strength and general endurance.

In general, the findings demonstrate that 
the decrease in the BA of girls and boys in the 
experimental groups was accompanied by more 
pronounced positive changes in their physical state 
by the end of the academic year compared to the 
students of the control groups.

These differences indicate the effectiveness of 
the experimental program impact on the BA, the 
level of functional and physical fitness of boys and 
girls of the EG.

The subsequent analysis was focused on 
studying the interrelations of BA with the indices 
of functional state and PF of students during the 
experiment.

For that purpose, pair and multiple correlation 

analysis of interrelations between the studied 
indices and BA was made, linear regression models 
of BA dependencies on the key indices of functional 
and physical fitness of students at the beginning 
and the end of the experiment were calculated.

Table 3 presents pair correlation coefficients 
reflecting the relationships of BA with individual 
indices of functional state and self-perceived health 
status of girls and boys of EG and CG.

The values of correlation coefficients in each 
of the examined groups of students indicate low 
correlations of BA with the majority of individual 
functional indices, both before and after the 
experiment. Only some correlations are medium 
and high.

In EG girls, the highest statistically reliable 
correlations of BA are observed with indices of SBP, 
VC, SPHS, whereas in CG girls - with those of SBP, SB, 
VC, SPHS in EG boys the highest reliable correlation 
of BA are noted with indices of SB, VC, IBH, SPHS, 
left and right hand strength, whereas in CG boys - 
with those of SB, VC, IBH, and SPHS (Tab. 3).

Despite the fact that most of these functional 
indices are used by researchers to calculate BA 
[26, 3], the low values of pair correlation and 
determination coefficients prevent revealing the 
variability mechanisms of most of the BA variance 
during the experiment.

Table 2. Physical fitness indices of young men of CG (n=39) and EG (n=40) at the beginning and end of the 
experiment

Young men

St
at

is
ti

c 
pa

ra
m

et
er

s

60 m 
running,
s

1000 m 
running,
s

Pull-ups,
number

Sit-ups in 30 
s, number

Standing 
long jump,
сm

4х9 m 
shuttle 
run, s

Ex
pe

ri
m

en
ta

l g
ro

up
 

(E
G

)

Beginning of the 
experiment (1)

X̄ 8.84 3.87 8.91 24.7 213.3 9.7

± m 0.08 0.10 0.70 0.44 2.84 0.10

End of the 
experiment

(2)

X̄ 8.44 3.61 11.64 27.4 239.4 9.2

± m 0.07 0.06 0.60 0.44 2.43 0.06

t1-2 3.66 2.22 2.97 4.36 6.97 4.44

p <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

C
on

tr
ol

 g
ro

up
 (C

G
)

Beginning of the 
experiment (1)

X̄ 9.04 4.38 7.7 23.5 205.3 9.8

± m 0.09 0.05 0.44 0.66 3.71 0.10

End of the 
experiment

(2)

X̄ 8.53 3.88 10.0 25.2 228.8 9.5

± m 0.09 0.06 0.43 0.47 2.88 0.06

t1-2 4.00 6.46 3.71 2.10 4.99 2.69

p <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 <0.01

t-
St

ud
en

t’s

Beginning of the 
experiment

tEG-CG 1.95 4.43 1.43 1.61 1.71 -0.82

p <0.05 <0.01 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05

End of the 
experiment

tEG-CG -0.76 -3.14 2.19 3.44 2.82 -3.78

p >0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
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Table 4 presents the correlations of BA with 
individual indices of physical fitness of EG and CG 
boys and girls.

The values of correlation coefficients in each 
of the examined groups of students indicate low 
interrelations of BA and the majority of PF individual 
indices both before and after the experiment. They 
reflect the low correlation of BA with the level of 
development of individual motor qualities such as 
speed, general (aerobic) and strength endurance, 
explosive strength, and agility.

We made an assumption that, at relatively low 
pair interrelations with the indices of students’ 
physical state (PS), BA shows a higher dependence 
on the total influence of a group of individual 
indices, their intragroup ratio, and interaction.

To verify this assumption, multiple correlation 
and regression stepwise analysis of BA interrelations 
with indices of students’ functional state and PF was 
performed.

At first, the interrelations of BA in groups of girls 
and boys were analyzed without dividing them into 
EG and CG, and later in each of the studied groups 
separately (before and at the end of the study).

Table 5 presents regression models of BA 
dependence on morphofunctional and PF indices of 

students of different sexes.
The use of the stepwise regression method 

permitted to select in the model indices with 
coefficients reflecting the degree of each parameter 
impact on the subjects’ BA at a certain ratio and the 
influence of other model parameters.

The coefficients of multiple correlation and 
determination reflect the degree of BA dependence 
on the cumulative and interacting influence of the 
indices included in each mathematical model in the 
process of stepwise regression analysis.

The calculations presented in Table 5 imply 
that the physical state indices in the regression 
models determine with a high degree of reliability 
the BA of boys and girls. In addition, it was revealed 
that 81.4% (p<0.0000) of BA variance in boys is 
determined mainly by somatic and vegetative 
parameters of the model (p<0.0000), whereas in 
girls - 82.1% (p<0.0000). These values are indicative 
of the high prognostic significance of regression 
equations. The partial role of individual indices in 
the determination of BA is unequal. It is determined 
by the partial coefficient of each parameter in each 
regression model.

The calculations show that in young men, of all 
the parameters of the regression model, vegetative 

Table 3. Correlation of BA with separate indices of physical state of girls and boys of EG and CG at the 
beginning and the end of the experiment

Groups.
Conditions SBP* DBP HR SB VC IBH

EBH
Fmax 
right

SPHS
Fmax 
left

Dynamometry

Fmax 
right

Fmax 
left

Girls

Before the 
experiment

EG 0.531* 0.179 0.137 -0.248 -0.370* 0.009 0.168 0.410* -0.391* -0.282

CG 0.724* 0.078 -0.037 -0.491* -0.578* -0.162 0.339* 0.490* -0.012 0.009

After the 
experiment

EG 0.679* 0.590* 0.265 0.165 -0.086 0.122 0.062 0.470* 0.261 -0.027

CG 0.651* 0.164 0.345* -0.530* -0.757* -0.143 -0.550* 0.269 0.135 -0.051

Boys

Before the 
experiment

EG 0.092 -0.172 -0.065 -0.423* -0.779* -0.747* -0.138 0.524* -0.311 -0.336*

CG 0.085 -0.136 -0.215 -0.483* -0.610* -0.453* 0.018 0.373* -0.094 -0.149

After the 
experiment

EG 0.155 0.061 -0.043 -0.444* -0.424* -0.600* -0.047 0.360* -0.438* -0.456*

CG 0.092 -0.136 -0.215 -0.437* -0.610* -0.097 0.016 0.399* -0.046 -0.068
* Note: statistically reliable correlation coefficients are marked with an asterisk - *.

Table 4. Correlation of BA with physical fitness indices of girls and boys of EG and CG during the experiment

Groups. *
Conditions

60 m 
running

500 m (girls), 1000 
m (boys) running

Push-ups 
(PUs) Sit-ups in 30 s Standing 

long jump
4х9 m 
shuttle run

Girls

Before the 
experiment

EG 0.074 -0.291 -0.139 -0.354 0.156 -0.167

CG -0.079 -0.054 -0.065 0.075 0.075 0.081

After the 
experiment

EG -0.128 0.229 -0.350 -0.248 -0.018 -0.063

CG -0.216 0.060 0.144 0.026 -0.272 -0.153

Boys

Before the 
experiment

EG 0.299 0.226 -0.387 -0.041 -0.200 -0.003

CG 0.063 0.184 -0.398 -0.126 -0.053 0.240

After the 
experiment

EG 0.363 0.049 -0.171 -0.096 0.017 0.169

CG 0.104 0.188 -0.463 -0.075 -0.037 0.163
* Note: Reliable correlation coefficients are highlighted in bold font
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indices produce the greatest impact on BA.  Their 
changes are responsible for 66.0% of the variability 
of the variance of young men BA (p<0.0000). Of 
the individual vegetative indices, the influence of 
VC can explain the variability of 51.9% (p<0.0000) 
of BA variance, that of breath hold during Stange’s 
test - 8.4% (p<0.0000), that of breath hold during 
Genchi’s test - 0.8% (p<0.02), and that of SBP - 4.6% 
(p<0.0000).

The total influence of somatic parameters 
determines the variability of 10.5 % of the variance 
of their BA. Of these, the following parameters 
have a statistically significant impact: SB (8.5%, 
p<0.0000), SU30c (0.9%, p<0.0000), left hand muscle 
strength 0.6% (p<0.0000). The indices of self-
perceived health status (SPHS – 4.9 %, p < 0.0000) 
also produce a statistically significant effect on BA 
variability.

The total influence of other parameters of the 
regression model (right hand muscle strength, 

Shuttle run, PUs, HR) on the variability of BA 
variance was insignificant - 0.8% (p>0.05).

The vegetative indices have the greatest influence 
on BA (57.8%, p<0.0000) of girls and boys. Of these, 
34.5 % (p<0.0000) of the BA variance is changed 
under the impact of VC, and 23.1 % (p<0.0000) under 
that of SBP.

The impact of somatic indices determines the 
variability of 9.1% of the BA variance of girls, of 
which statistically significant influence produces 
the SB index (7.9%, p<0.0000). and 15.3% (p<0.0000) 
of the BA variance is determined by the SPHS 
parameter.

The total effect of the other four parameters 
of the model (left hand muscle strength, 500 m 
running, breath-hold during Stange’s test, BM) on 
BA constituted only 1.3% (p>0.05).

Table 6 presents regression models of BA 
dependence on individual morphofunctional indices 
of girls and boys of the control and experimental 

Table 6. Mathematical models of dependence of biological age of EG and CG girls and boys on 
morphofunctional indices

Groups, conditions Regression models*
Coefficients**

r d F P

Girls

Before the 
experiment

EG Y= 25.9+(0.335х1+0.794х2-0.004х3-0.120х4-0.247х5 
-0.116х6-0.072х7)±2.3 0.906 0.821 13.3 <0.0000

CG Y= 4.55+(0.372х1+0.832х2-0.003х3-0.106х4-0.153х5 
+0.064х8 +0.02х9)±1.1 0.990 0.980 156.5 <0.0000

After the 
experiment

EG Y= (11.15+0.150х1+0.28х2-0.05х4+0.08х5) ±2.3 0.765 0.585 8.8 <0.0001

CG Y= 17.4+(0.341х1+0.878х2-0.04 х3 -0.112х4-0.178х5-
0.029х7)±0.8 0.990 0.980 188.1 <0.0000

Boys

Before the 
experiment

EG
Y= 45.5+(0.175х1+0.645х2+0.086х7+0.126х10 -

0.04х3-0.125х4- 0.056х8 -0.114х11)±0.5
0.997 0.992 551.5 <0.0000

CG Y= 42.9+(0.180х1+0.782х2+0.12х7+0.023х8-0.004х3-
0.152х4-0.111х11-0.023х9)±1.5 0.970 0.942 62.7 <0.0000

After the 
experiment

EG Y= (66.02-0.1х10-0.002x7-0.06x11)±2.8 0.779 0.606 16.4 <0.0000

CG Y= 42.1+(0.18х1+0.749х2-0.13х6-0.0006х7)±3.3 0.792 0.627 14.7 <0.0000
* where: у – BA, year;  х1 – SBP, mm Hg; х2 – SPHS; х3 – VC, ml; х4 – SB, s; х5 – DBP, mm Hg;  х6 – DM right, kg; 
х7 – Genchi’s test, s; х8 – Body mass, kg; х9 – HR, bt/min.    х10 – Quetelet index, (BM,kg/ height2); х11 – Stange’s 
test; ** - r - correlation coefficient; d – determination coefficient; F - Fisher’s coefficient.

Table 5. Regression models of biological age of girls and boys dependence on morphofunctional and 
physical fitness indices

Groups Regression equations*
Coefficients**

r d F P

Boys Y= (61.26+0.135х1+0.528х2+0.102х3+0.048х4-0.04х5-0.115х6-0.082х7-
0.154х8-0.101х9-0.731х10-0.08х11-0.022х12)±2.76 0.902 0.814 49.9 <0.00000

Girls Y= (16.78+0.249х1+0.639х2+0.016х7+0.036х13-0.004х5-0.106х6-0.068х3-
1.01х14)±2.4 0.906 0.821 63.8 <0.00000

* where: у – BA, years;  х1 – SBP, mm Hg; х2 – SPHS; х3 – DM left, kg; х4 – Genchi’s test, s; х5 – VC, ml.; х6 – SB, 
s; х7 – Stange’s test, s; х8 – SU30s, number; х9 – DM right, kg; х10 – Shuttle run, s; х11 – PUs, number; х12 –HR, 
bt/min; х13 – Body mass, kg; х14 - 500m running, s ** -  correlation coefficient; d – determination coefficient; 
F - Fisher’s coefficient.
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groups at the beginning and the end of the 
experiment.

Most of the models are characterized by high 
multiple correlation and determination coefficients, 
which are indicative of the adequacy and high 
predictive value of the developed models for each 
studied group of students.

The degree of BA dependence on the model 
parameters is slightly higher in CG girls than in EG 
girls, both before and after the experiment.

High coefficients of multiple correlation and 
determination are observed in boys of CG and EG 
before the experiment reflecting a high degree 
of BA dependence on model parameters in both 
groups before the experiment: in EG boys 99.2 % 
(p<0.0000) of BA dispersion before the experiment 
are determined by the impact of model parameters, 
whereas in those of CG - 94.2 % (p<0.0000) (Table 6)

After the experiment, the prediction of male BA 
according to the model parameters in CG decreased 
by 31.5 % and constituted 62.7 % (p<0.0000), 
whereas in EG - by 38.7 % and amounted to 60.6 % 
(p<0.00001). This reflects a significant decrease in 
BA dependence of young men of both groups on the 
studied morphofunctional indices by the end of the 
experiment.

The data indicate that the experimental physical 
education program resulted in the decrease of BA 
and its dependence on functional indices in boys 
and girls of EG.

Table 7 presents regression models of BA 
dependence on physical fitness indices of EG and 
CG students at the beginning and at the end of the 
experiment.

The models presented in Table 7 are 
characterized by average or low multiple correlation 
and determination coefficients. They indicate a 
relatively low predictive value of the presented 
equations in each studied group of students 

compared to the indices of functional fitness.
At the same time, low multiple correlation 

coefficients and determination coefficients in 
the experimental groups of boys and girls are 
statistically reliable both at the beginning and 
the end of the study (Table 7). This allows us to 
explain the variability of a certain part of the BA 
dispersion by the influence of the PF parameters in 
the experimental groups of boys and girls.

The coefficients of determination imply that in 
EG boys 27.7% (p<0.03) of the total variance of BA at 
the beginning of the study and 40.4% (p<0.03) at the 
end are determined by their PF indices.

In the EG of girls 36.8% (p<0.02) of the variance 
of BA at the beginning of the studies and 25.4% 
(p<0.01) at the end are also determined by their PF 
indices.

In the CG of boys, the influence of FP parameters 
on BV decreased from 22.1% (p<0.03) at the 
beginning of the studies to 6.8% at the end (p>0.05). 
In the CG of girls, the influence of FP parameters 
on BP was low and statistically unreliable both at 
the beginning (9.9%, p>0.05) and at the end (14.2%, 
p>0.05) of the study.

In the CG of boys, the impact of PF parameters on 
BA decreased from 22.1% (p<0.03) at the beginning 
of the study to 6.8% at the end (p>0.05). In the CG of 
girls, the influence of PF parameters on BA was low 
and statistically unreliable both at the beginning 
(9.9%, p>0.05) and the end (14.2%, p>0.05) of the 
study.

Discussion
Analysis of publications concerning human 

biological age indicates that most researchers 
consider it as one of the integral parameters of the 
human physical state, determined by vegetative, 
somatic, anthropometric, anthropometric, genetic, 
and other indices, the level of physical fitness and 

Table 7. Regression models of biological age dependence on physical fitness indices in girls and boys of EG 
and CG

BA Groups, conditions Regression models *
Coefficients**

r d F P

Girls

Before the 
experiment

EG Y= 46.63+(0.758х1-0241х2-0.425х3-4.334х4)±4.1 0.607 0.368 3.6 <0.02

CG Y= (0.141+0.775х1+0.08х7+1.22х8 -0.106х3 -0.536х4)±2.6 0.313 0.099 0.5 >0.05

After the 
experiment

EG Y= 60.0+(7.32х4-3.67х5-0.14х6)±2.97 0.575 0.254 4.3 <0.01

CG Y= (63.0+5.65х4+0.29х6-3.79х5)±5.0 0.377 0.142 1.4 >0.05

Boys

Before the 
experiment

EG Y= (52.99+2.89х5-0.25х6-0.14х2-0.14х9)±5.4 0.527 0.277 2.8 <0.03

CG Y= (51.31+0.04х7-0.66х6-0.13х2)±5.3 0.470 0.221 3.3 <0.03

After the 
experiment

EG Y= (4.1х5+0.176х7+0.314х1-0.1х9-0.118х2-
0.179х6-14.4)±3.7 0.635 0.404 3.3 <0.03

CG Y= (30.2+0.22х1+1.67х5+1.44х4+0.2х6-0.68х8)±5.3 0.261 0.068 0.5 >0.05
* where: у – BA, years;  х1 – Quetelet index, (BM,kg/ height2); х2 – DM right, kg; х3 – SU30s, number; х4 –  
500(1000) m running, min; х5 – 60m running, s; х6 – PUs, number; х7 – Standing long jump, cm; х8 – Shuttle 
run, s; х9 – Height, сm;     ** - r - correlation coefficient; d – determination coefficient; F - Fisher’s coefficient.
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health [2, 8, 19, 24, 30].
The diversity of factors affecting human BW 

implies a variety of interrelationships, dependencies, 
and mechanisms that determine the biological 
maturity of an individual. This necessitates a 
complex approach to studying the mechanisms 
determining the body’s BA, aging processes, health 
status, and life expectancy of an individual.

Despite numerous publications addressing the 
influence of various factors on BA, most of them do 
not fully disclose its interrelations with functional 
characteristics of the human body at different 
stages of ontogenetic development and in different 
conditions of life activity, and the key indices and 
interrelations determining BA are not defined.

The mechanisms of BA interrelations with the 
parameters of physical development and physical 
fitness in the process of adaptation to different 
forms of motor activity by people of different ages 
and sexes [3, 8], including in the process of long-
term adaptation to sports physical loads [5, 31, 32], 
are understudied.

Increasing the efficiency of complex BA studies 
is possible on the basis of methodological principles 
of the system approach in biology [33], according 
to which human BA should be considered as an 
integral final result of partial and total influence of 
separate indices, their ratios, and interrelations in 
the structure of the individual’s FS. The complex and 
systemic approaches are necessary for increasing 
the efficiency of studies with the registration of 
a large number of heterogeneous indices of the 
human FS structure.

Numerous publications devoted to the problem 
of biological maturation and aging of an individual 
present heterogeneous experimental material 
indicating the increase in BA and accelerated rates 
of aging of modern youth [2, 7, 34].  According to 
the researchers’ views, one of the main reasons for 
the increase in BA and aging of modern youth is the 
insufficient level of their motor activity [4, 8, 19, 35].

Insufficient coverage of the impact of motor 
activity different forms on BA and its interrelation 
with FS parameters prompted us to conduct 
clarifying studies. They were aimed at establishing 
interrelationships of BA with the indices of 
functional and physical fitness of 17-18-year-old 
students in the process of their adaptation to the 
standard university and experimental programs on 
physical education.

With this end in view, a PE program was 
developed and implemented in the experimental 
group of girls and boys. It is a modification of the 
experimental program developed by Prisyazhnyuk 
et al. [7] for 17-18-year-old students of a technical 
university.

The principles of the system approach in 
biological research became the methodological 
basis for the selection of complex methods of 

registration, processing, and analysis of indices 
determining human BA [33].

The results of complex studies obtained at the 
end of the academic year confirmed the effectiveness 
of the experimental physical education program, 
as well as the applied methods of mathematical 
processing.

The experimental program caused a decrease in 
BA and an increase in the functional capacities and 
physical fitness of the experimental group students. 
The influence of the standard university program on 
the above parameters of control group students was 
less pronounced.

The application of methods of correlation, 
regression, and dispersion analysis of research 
materials allowed us to obtain statistically 
significant results indicating that the developed 
motor program through the increase in the level of 
functional state and physical fitness significantly 
reduces BA and slows down the aging processes of 
students’ body.

The findings are in agreement with studies 
demonstrating the positive impact of increased 
physical activity on BA in young individuals [3, 8, 13, 
16, 37]. The new results were also obtained, which 
are an addition to our previous studies [6, 7], and 
those of a number of authors who dealt with the 
problem of interrelations of BA, functional reserves, 
and health [2, 9].

The obtained results reflect the effectiveness 
of the experimental physical education program 
(its volume, content, aerobic orientation) on the 
functional state, PF, and BA of 17-18-year-old 
students.

The use of multiple correlation, regression and, 
variance analysis methods for the processing of 
research materials allowed us to determine the key 
indices of functional state and FP, affecting the BA 
of boys and girls aged 17-18 years old.

Regression models calculated in the process of 
research reflect approximately equal degrees of 
BA dependence on indices of functional state and 
PF of students of different sexes. In boys, 81.4% 
(p<0.0000) of the BA dispersion is determined by the 
key parameters of their FS, whereas in girls - 82.1% 
(p<0.0000).

At the approximately equal degree of total 
impact of the key physical state indices on the BA 
of boys and girls, differences in the influence of 
both individual and group somatic and vegetative 
parameters were revealed.

In the process of dispersion analysis, it was 
revealed that vegetative parameters have the 
greatest impact on the BA of students of both 
sexes. The variability of vegetative parameters in 
the course of the experiment was accompanied 
by 66.0% (p<0.0000) and 57.8% (p<0.0000) of the 
BA variance in boys and girls, respectively. The 
variability of 10.5% (p<0.0000) and 9.1% (p<0.0000) 
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of BA dispersion in boys and girls, respectively is 
determined by the impact of somatic indices.

The degree of partial influence of some 
somatovegetative parameters on students’ BA was 
manifested in the share of total dispersion (expressed 
in percent) determined by each parameter: a) in 
boys - VC - 51,9 %, SB - 8,5 %, Stange’s test - 8,4 %, 
SPHS - 4,9 %, SBP - 4,6 %, Genchi’s test - 0,8 %; b) 
in girls - VC - 34,5 %, SBP - 23,1 %, SPHS - 15,3 %, 
SB - 7,9 %.

Under the influence of the developed physical 
education program, a decrease in BA and an increase 
in functional abilities occurred in the experimental 
groups of students. In EG girls the most pronounced 
decrease in BA and increase in functional abilities by 
the end of the experiment was observed as compared 
to other groups. In EG boys a lower decrease in their 
BA was observed by the end of the experiment as 
well as only a weakly expressed positive tendency to 
their functional capacity improvement. In both CG 
functional abilities and BA changed insignificantly.

The highest positive changes occurred in PF 
indices in the course of the experiment in students 
of both experimental groups, as well as young men 
of the CG.

While before the experiment the differences in 
the level of PF between the EG and CG students were 
insignificant, then at the end of the experiment the 
boys and girls of the experimental groups surpassed 
the CG students in all indices characterizing their 
general (aerobic) endurance, speed, speed-strength, 
strength and coordination capacities.

The decrease of BA in girls (by 4.13 years) and 
boys (by 1.9 years) of experimental groups by the 
end of the academic year was accompanied by 
more pronounced positive changes in their PF in 
comparison with CG students. In boys of CG, along 
with a slight decrease in their BA (1.3 years), a 
statistically significant improvement of PF indices 
occurred.

In general, the results confirm the effectiveness 
of the influence of the experimental physical 
education program on the motor capabilities and BA 
of 17-18-year-old students.

The novelty of the research results consists in 
the following: a) the key indices of functional and 
physical fitness determining the BA of students of 
different sexes were revealed; b) linear multiple 
regression models of BA dependence of boys and 
girls on somatic and functional parameters of 
their FS structure were developed and analyzed; c) 
quantitative characteristics of the degree of partial 
and total influence of the studied indices on BA of 
boys and girls was given; d) regression equations can 
be used for modeling, estimation, and prediction of 
BA of 17-18 years old students of different genders 
by the key indices of their physical state.

In addition, the novelty of the results of the 
present study lies in the fact that the influence of a 
complex experimental physical education program 
on the level and interrelations of BA, its dependence 
on the indices of functional and physical fitness was 
studied for the first time in students aged 17-18 
years old in the process of training.

Conclusions
As a result of the conducted studies, the 

effectiveness of the experimental program of 
increased motor activity impact on the body of 
students aged 17-18 years old was confirmed. 
Implementation of the motor program in the 
educational process is accompanied by a decrease 
in BA, an increase in the level of functional and 
physical fitness of girls and boys of the experimental 
groups, a decrease in the BA dependence on the 
parameters of their physical state.

The coefficients of multiple correlations, 
determinations and parameters of regression 
equations reflect the variety of mechanisms 
determining the biological maturity of students, 
which are based on partial, total, and interacting 
influence of physical state key parameters on the BA 
of girls and boys.

Vegetative parameters of the physical state 
structure produce the highest impact on the 
decrease of students’ BA within a one-year cycle 
of long-term adaptation to physical loads during 
the implementation of the experimental program. 
Somatic and PF parameters cause less influence on 
the BA of students.

The influence of the key vegetative, somatic, 
speed, speed-strength, and coordination parameters 
of the students’ physical state structure on the 
BA was determined by the share of its dispersion 
(in %), changing under the impact of each of the 
determinants in the course of the experiment.

The key parameters of students’ FS structure, 
which had the highest influence on BA, include: in 
boys - VC (determines 51,9 % of BA dispersion), SPHS 
(15,3 %), SB (8,5 %), IBH (8,4 %), SBP (4,6 %), EBH 
(0,8 %), SU30s (0,9 %), left hand muscle strength 0,6 
%); in females - VC (34,5 % of BA dispersion), SBP 
(23,1 %), SB (7,9 %).

The multiple regression equations are model 
characteristics of BA dependence on the functional 
state and physical fitness of students aged 17-18 
years old. They can be used to assess, model, and 
predict the BA of boys and girls when changing 
the parameters of their physical state in different 
conditions of life activity.
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